TERM________________ APPLICATION FORM
Dramatech offers individual coaching in a classroom environment for a limit
of 12 students per class.
The term duration is a set 10 week period conducted on 10 consecutive
Wednesday nights from 6.30pm to 9.30pm. The undersigned named on this
form, agrees to attend each class and pay the total $350 for the 10 weeks of
term. As classes are limited to 12 students per class, it is agreed each class
be paid for by the undersigned regardless of their attendance. (catch up
classes available through ZOOM)
Payment via electronic transfer or PayPal before the commencement of each
term is essential to secure a place, unless a payment plan is agreed upon
before the course commencement date. ( a 10% instalment fee may apply)
As each class addresses specific technical tools in succession, it is dependant on the individuals!"practice and exploration of the weekly task to advance with the group week to week. However, as each student is individual in
their technical knowledge, natural ability and application of the weekly topics, each class subject is dependant on the individual student and may vary
technical applications according to each students need from week to week.
The teacher endeavours to take the greatest care of each individual, professionally as well as their physical and mental well being. However the student
must be aware that part of the technical approach is through self awareness
and using LIFE EXPERIENCES to enhance their craft and skill set. This may
be confronting and acceptance of this emotional journey is required upon
attendance in each class.
note: The student is not required to delve into any traumatic experiences too
painful to address but are to be the judge of their own emotional safety during certain exercises. At NO time is any student required to divulge any personal information they deem too personal.
—————————————————
Name

——————————————————
Email

—————————————————
Mobile

——————————————————
Signature
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